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1.1 Urban Frame Work Model

All six students using the Baixa as a lab for exploration Collaborated to build a 1:1000 site model to give greater understanding of context to the examiners both internal and external.

1.2 Final Presentation Drawings

The posters printed at 841x 1800mm were presented with additional renderings and a large 1:200 model showing all of Rua de Bagamoyo including two 1:100 Elevations presented with respective sounds
RECOLLATION OF BAYA S. MARCIAL MARITIME THROUGH THE CONTINUOUS REINVENTION OF ARIA DE BAYA S. MARCIAL AS A NIGHT-LIFE PRECINCT
Figure A-2 Final posters
Figure A-3 Elevations to create atmosphere Photograph C. Filipe 2011
Figure A4- Final Pin-up Presentation in Room 3-15 Boukunda
Figure A.6 - Photographs of Detail in 1:200 Model